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 DUCTI ION 
current designs, a first generation interded for robotic assembly, have 
given priority to the ease and certainty of the assembly process under less 
than ideal conditions w i t h  a minimUm of sensory feedback. As a consequence 
they are either heavy or expensive and all W i t  a relatively low 
packaging density. 
applied t o  the node, increasing its envelope diameter by as much as 
150 % . 
increased by 25 % or more. ?his srraller percentage is still a significant 
problem owing t o  a much higher fraction of the packaged volume represent& 
by struts.  
an important consideration. 
Law packaging density is mused by extensive %carst1 
Strut envelopes are violated t o  a lessor extent w i t h  diameters 
As structures in space become larger, packaging density becomes -- I 
9 . *  Y ,  ' 
Ekvelop &-effector - joint  conjugates that do not violate the envelopes of 
a 2.5" diameter ncde or  a 1.0" diameter Strut. 
/ ,  ' I  < 
.. _- 
Reduce cost by: 
increasing the fraction of "off the shelf" parts: 
reducing part complexity, diversity and count. 
Incorporate feedback n-echau 'sms as an integral part of the uverall scheme. 
DISCUSSION 
A t t a c h m e n t  of Strut t o  ncde can be acccnrrplished with a variety of 
mechanisms: references [1,2,3,4]. 
elements added to the node. 
f i t t e d  between nods whose separation distam=e is either grater or smaller 
than the strut length. 
s c r e w  thread and conicdl wedge (concrete anchor) [5]. They allow the ncde 
A l l  require extensive scars or standoff 
? h e  permit ccnnpliance when a strut  must be 
W o  methods that do not require standoffs are the 
c 
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separation distance to be too great but depend on distortion of the truss in 
the a s e  when the distance is too small. 
around the screw thread as the simplest and most easily manufactured of all 
alternatives. 
The present effort is designed 
Torque and rotational motion must be transnu 'tted acmss the strut to end- 
effector interface accmplishing the jo in ing process and establishing the 
requisite 250 to 500 lb. preload. Four drive mecham 'sms were cansidered: 
worm gear, helical gear, bevel gear and differential gear. 
design based on the differential gear was developed because it is the most 
compatible with the drive mchamsm ' used on a first generation end+ffector 
currently under fabrication. 
gears that would fit within the 1" envelope could not overcclcne friction in 
provide a mu& better basis for achieving the objectives of a 2nd generation 
based on screwthread assembly. Part cmpleXity, count and cost are a l l  
reduced. 
Wravelsfv with the bolt has an additional advange: ax ia l  thrust will dlways 
assist driving the bolt in the desired direction. 
assembly ( Fig. 1 ) was integrated into a strut-end design ( Fig. 2 ) that 
incorporates features which assist in the assembly process. 
A strut-end 
Torque capacities of available differential 
the screw threads generated by the requisite 250 lb. preload, H e l i c a l  g- 
Attaching a left-hand helical gear to the bolt shaft so that it 
The traveling helical 
Capture of the node by a robotically manipulated strut4 can be assisted 
by active feedback mecb 
( Fig.3 ) or by passive spring loading devises ( Fig.4 ) without feedback- 
Active feedback is interfaced with the d-effector by means of a probe 
inserted thru a slot in the strut envelop and into a recepticle drilled in a 
non-rotating a x i a l  %ravelerll. This probe can assist in axial translation 
of the bolt as well as reading its location and the axial force applied to 
it. 
' ims , parts of w h i c h  are embedded in the strut- 
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